WHO WE ARE
Is an organization consisting of an interdisciplinary group of professionals from different parts of the world who are interested in the growing and emerging medical, ethical, philosophical, legal, social and ethnocultural-diversity challenges derived from the development and use of neuroscience, neurotechnology and—because of its significant impact on human life—artificial intelligence.
Our approach is focused on sharing, collaborating on and complementing the work of the global academic community.

In this way, AMNE joins the international efforts to “address, enrich and anticipate the ethical, legal and social implications generated by innovative and emerging neuroscience and neurotechnologies”.


OUR MISSION
To create a platform for intellectual, interdisciplinary and multicultural collaboration and contribution—with special emphasis on Latin America—to strengthen, develop and complement global efforts pertaining the ethical and responsible use of emerging brain technologies.

OUR VISION
To be an academic force in neuroethics at the local, regional and global levels with the ability to foster (a) the development and use of emerging brain technologies, (b) the inclusion of cognitive and cultural diversity, (c) the implementation of public policies and legislation, (d) respect for human rights, and (e) the professional training of neuroethicists.

OUR WORK
Since 2016 founders and members of the Association have been working on the development of the field of neuroethics by, for example, addressing local and regional needs and priorities and specific issues and perceptions related to context and culture such as indigenous medicine and beliefs; legal regulations and systems; and ethnocultural factors. We focus our work by means of activities such as academic sessions, working groups, quarterly newsletter, etc.

These activities also offer, among others, (a) communication in a native speaking language (i.e., Spanish), (b) cultural and contextual competence between peers (i.e., Latin America – including Brazil – and Spain) and (c) shared concerns related to context and culture (e.g., members and invitees from other LMICs such as Turkey, India, etc.)

HOW TO CONTACT US
Webpage: https://neuroeticamexico.org
Email: administrador@neuroeticamexico.org
President: Karen Herrera-Ferrá MD PhD
Vice President: Humberto Nicolini Sánchez MD PhD
Secretary: Héctor Manuel Pinedo MD
Treasurer: Miguel Antonio Sandoval MD
Academic Secretary: José Manuel Muñoz PhD
Planning Secretary: Garbiñe Saruwatari JD PhD
Research Secretary: Fiacro Jiménez MD PhD
General Assistant: Marina Andreoni BS Psych